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City comfort
in a village
Preserving rural
settlements’ identity is
topical in our modern
times Page 2
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Industry driving economy forward
Economy Ministry
acknowledges positive
dynamics of growth of
production figures
in the country Page 4
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Digital versions to
replace printed
editions
Those who fail to use
multimedia textbooks
will lose out Page 7

Private business
activity aspires
to common benefit
Alexander Lukashenko visits two
companies founded using foreign
capital — a plant manufacturing
globally known Ceresit
construction materials and another
producing parquet flooring — to
discuss business conditions with
their heads
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Domestic timber
proving popular

Walking along ‘wooden street’,
visitors to Lesdrevtech-2011 see
that forestries are responding to
public demand
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Short childhood at
Krasny Bereg
During Great Patriotic War,
German fascists set up a
‘collection point’ for children, who
were forcefully taken from their
parents. The children were kept in
Krasny Bereg village, in the Gomel
Region’s Zhlobin District, used
as blood donors for wounded
German officers
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Through the prism
of a smile
Exposition at National Art
Museum reveals comic moments
from 20th century
Belarusian graphics
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Another title for
Victoria
Championship doubles title
plus single’s silver for Victoria
Azarenko at WTA tournament
in Madrid
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Museum Night rich in performances at National Art Museum

Acquaintance with art
expands time limits
Belarus’ National Art Museum participates in international Museum
Night event, on May 14th — turning its halls into a unique creative space

“PRINCESS CASINO”:
CASINO”:
Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25
tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,
328 69 51

“PRINCESS SLOTS”,
crossroad of Logoysky
CASINO
"CENTR DOSUGA":
tract and Minsk
Minsk, Nemiga Str., 12
Ringway,
tel. (+375 17)
TRK«Expobel»
tel.(+375 17) 261 63 12 200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13 tax ID101364977
The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

